
 
Live with Hannah Jolly 

 
 Basketballs are flying through the air, sneakers squeaking on the court and 

coaches huddled figuring out their final game plan. Before the buzzer silences the crowd 

for the start of the game, cameras start rolling and a tall, curly brown haired, smiling 

broadcaster fills the screen. “Coach Cooper knows that a game against Ohio University 

won’t be easy, but strategizing the plays to run to get ahead at the beginning of the game 

is important for a chance at a win.” 

  Whether you are watching the Miami University basketball games from the noisy 

arena, live on ESPN, tuning into Oxford Weekly News or walking the campus of Miami 

University, you are bound to catch a glimpse of the cheerful broadcaster. The name that 

goes with this recognizable face is Hannah Jolly, a junior journalism major.  

 Although Jolly is usually the one doing the interviewing, she was just as natural 

on the other side of the microphone when I had a few questions of my own. “It was a 

fluke thing here at Miami,” Jolly laughs as she reminisces on becoming so involved in 

broadcasting, “Just one of those things where you take classes and you find what you 

like. But I think that I’ve always had it in me. I always tell people when I was younger 

my parents, when we would go into a restaurant, would want us to sit at the front of the 

restaurant instead of the back because I would stop at every single table and I would 

introduce myself. I would ask ‘Oh, how is your meal tonight? Do you like what you are 

having?’ I’ve just always wanted to know people’s stories; I want to talk to people so I 

think that comes with the territory. I don’t know why I never realized it earlier.” 

 After finding the passion she had behind journalism and broadcasting, Jolly has 

worked tirelessly to make sure she doesn’t miss out on any of the opportunities Miami 



University has to offer. From traveling to California for the Inside Hollywood program, 

to flying across the world to partake in Journalism Italy, and contributing to local 

broadcasts such as ESPN and Oxford Weekly News, Jolly can’t imagine having these 

opportunities anywhere else. “A lot of other universities require you to have experience 

before they put you in roles similar to what I have been placed in, but Miami lets you 

grow and learn while experiencing hands on.” 

Jolly hasn’t always been the face of ESPN on campus, she pulled her weight 

behind the camera before entering the spotlight. Carrying around large cameras and 

production wires, as a student production camera operator, was where you could find 

Jolly when the broadcast came to campus just a year ago. However, when the producers 

wanted to expand the production to look more professional and introduce a sideline 

reporter, Jolly’s consistent enthusiasm for learning and wanting a more prominent role 

immediately made her the perfect candidate. “In February, Chad Walker, my boss, called 

and asked to talk before our next broadcast. When we talked he told me of their plans to 

expand the professional look by adding a face to the newscast and offered the position of 

sideline reporter to me because he knew that was something I would be interested in,” 

Jolly gleams, “I said absolutely! In a heartbeat, I would love to.” 

 Jolly’s talent and dedication doesn’t just show on camera, but behind the camera 

as well. “I think Hannah is one of the most hard-working people I know. She is a ‘go-

getter’ when she has her mind set on something she is determined to get it, and she 

usually does!” Amanda Nguyen, sophomore chemistry major, raves about her friend, “I 

think the thing that makes her so good at broadcasting is that she is so easy to talk to and 



bubbly that talking to a camera or interviewing someone doesn’t make her nervous! I 

honestly do not know how she does it.” 

Needing carefully chosen professional attire and constantly having a pleasant 

demeanor, being a public figure can be stressful as you seem to be in a microscope that 

everyone is watching through. However, Jolly’s positive attitude allows her to look at it 

differently, “It has made Oxford feel smaller just because I have met so many people 

through my opportunities, whether it is people I interview or just work with.” Everyday 

life activities for Jolly become a mini-celebrity sighting for others, “I went to get my nails 

done and the guy working said ‘Oh I think I see you on TV for the basketball games’ and 

then when I left he was like ‘It was nice to meet you Hannah, I will see you on TV!’ I 

was happy to connect with someone I hadn’t met before but had recognized me.”  

Social media is another area that Jolly has seen a change in accessibility within 

the broadcasting world. Her phone buzzes and she shows me a request from an Ohio 

University student. When opposing teams come to play, she often gets two or three 

Instagram requests during the game. Once she uses some context clues like the timing of 

the request and the school spirit in the profile picture, she is thrilled to accept their 

request. Young basketball fans admiring her and find her after the final buzzer to snap a 

quick picture. “I remember the first little boy coming up to me with his dad to ask to take 

a picture. I couldn’t wait to call my mom and tell her I had met my first fan!” 

Because of Jolly’s persistence with participating in everything the Miami 

University journalism program has to offer, she has accumulated enough credit hours to 

take her journalism capstone class a year early. The rigorous course broadcasts weekly 

news for the Oxford and Miami University communities. “I tune into Channel 15 each 



week to catch Oxford Weekly News”, Oxford resident Kristina Stamper proudly admits, 

“When I see Hannah broadcasting, you just know she is meant to do that kind of thing 

because of how good she is at it! She’s a natural. She puts her all into every broadcast 

and it shows.” With taking this course early, Jolly can use the on air film to get a head 

start in applying for full time jobs after college.  

“My dream job would be to work for E News” Jolly excitedly mentions, “I did an 

internship with Entertainment Tonight and Extra and fell in love. Celebrity news is so fun 

because it is just stories about people; light hearted and romantic which I am interested 

in.” To get to this point Jolly thinks realistically and sees herself starting her journey in 

television news post graduation and working her way up the industry ladder.   

The buzzer blares and both teams start to jog off the court to the locker rooms to 

rest, Jolly races to catch up with Coach Cooper before he leaves the court. “Based off of 

your performance the first half, what are you looking to improve to continue to stay in 

this game after half time?” 

 

 


